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To share a methodology we’re developing to 
identify water quality stressors in an automated 
framework using patterns of beta diversity and 
decades of best professional judgement (BPJ). 
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...The percent Oligocheata is very high with 19 percent, 
14 percent Lumbricina at large aquatic earth worm type 

worm, and Lumbriculidae. Typically these animals 
indicate a sediment problem.  
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Community however remaines very low in richness and EPT 
taxa present. 
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Link Monitoring Locations to 
NHDPlus REACHCODES 

Remove Reaches that are already on a list.  
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For loop through each 

LocationID In R to find 

nearest NHD ReachCode  

 

 

 

 

for (i in 1:nrow(Sites)){ 

  tryCatch({ 

    pts<-Sites[i,] #subset site 

    pts_list <- gWithinDistance(pts, Lines,byid=TRUE, dist=100) #find all sites within 1000m 

    pts_list<-data.frame(pts_list) #convert site matrix to dataframe 

    pts_list$REACHCODE<-row.names(pts_list) #add row names (site IDs) to a field 

    pts_list<-pts_list[which(pts_list[,1]==TRUE),] #subset nearest lines 

    near_reaches<-pts_list$REACHCODE #create a vector of line IDs (RIDs) 

    res.mat<-gDistance(pts,Lines[match(near_reaches, Lines@data$RID),], byid=TRUE)  

    res.mat<-data.frame(res.mat) #convert results matrix to dataframe 

    res.mat$VRAMRID<-colnames(res.mat) #add column name (point id) to all values of an ID field 

    res.mat$LINESID<-rownames(res.mat) #add row names (Line IDs (RIDs)) to a LINE id field 

    rownames(res.mat)<-NULL 

    colnames(res.mat)[1]<-"Distance" 

    #res.mat1<-res.mat 

    res.mat1<-rbind(res.mat1, res.mat) 

  }, error=function(e){}) 

} 
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How to scale 

X, Y Coordinates of Sites 
 
X, Y Coordinates of a listing’s 
Outlet & Inlet 
 
And Bug/Fish counts for each 
sample at each site. 
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...Moss is the most significant periphyton with good cover. This 
is likely one reason for high percent of Olumnius latisculus 
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...The dominat taxa show H betteni and Chuematopsyche as teo 
domiate taxa. Only two dom taxa are WQ sensitive. 

Biologist’s notes Lemon Fair Trib 


